ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The value of the student bursaries (both social and merit) had significantly increased by nearly doubling their value (Guvernul Romaniei, 2017) which generated a lot of interest among all students whether or not they receive bursary at the moment of the announcement. Many students face financial difficulties during their studies and must work at least part-time, hence significantly reducing the time allocated for study, projects and home works with subsequent negative impact on their grades. Financial aid may have a positive impact on such students (Alon 2011 , Gentry 2014 ) also reducing student dropout (Arendt, 2013) . Such a significant increase of bursary value has a mixed impact upon students and it is important to identify specific conditions and contexts where it represents a viable motivation for them to increase their efforts for better grades and eventually giving up work in favor of focusing on school related activities. If that may happen, some of those that already have good grades and receive bursary may be impacted by the raise of grades threshold and risk to diminish its value (their personal new position falling into a category with lower value of merit bursary) or lose it.
PURPOSE OF THE WORK
This exploratory research aims to identify and depict various categories of students that benefit or not of various types of bursaries and explain their opinions on such significant increase of bursary value, their track record of receiving bursary, the efforts they made to increase grades and explore four key factors that form student's background characteristics: their relations with family, colleagues, friends/ acquaintances, and partner/ spouse.
METHODOLOGY
A group of 3 rd year student from Engineering and Management specialization expressed their interest in the study and received training in interviewing. Literature review and their personal experience with cohort colleagues and campus students help them design an interview guide. In order to measure student effort we used three different types of effort (Carbonaro 2005, p28) : ruleoriented which include showing up for classes and restraining from misbehavior, procedural effort including completing assignments and handing them on time and intellectual effort that include applying cognitive facilities towards understanging intellectual challenges posed by the curriculum. Data collection has two distinct phases: individual interviews and group based written format.
Individual Interviews
Individual interviews were designed to be semi-structured in order to identify key factors that would influence student's efforts to increase their grades and the main categories of students that would have similar behaviors after bursary increase. To eliminate teacher -student psychological barriers data was collected, recorded and transcribed by the 3 rd year students. Two groups of students were interrogated using the same interview guide. First set consists of 9 bursaries and 2 non-bursaries students from Engineering A Faculty. We realized the importance of including in the sample students that do not have bursary, as the first sample included only two students that did not have bursaries (see Table 1 .a). Therefore a second set of interviews included 11 non-bursary students from four Engineering Faculties A to D (see tables 1b). In both cases, individual interviews were performed in three ways:
• Face to face, with audio recording;
• Using social media some respondents filled in the interview guide and if there were issues that required clarification, additional information was requested from the respondent; • One interview based on a recorded phone-call that was transcribed and used for analysis.
Group Based Written Format
Based on data analysis from individual interviews we pursued to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of data collection using group based written format accompanied by clarification interviews with some respondents. There are two significant benefits of such data collection. First resides in the possibility to observe respondents interacting within their cohort and second, to have access to a sample of students where all respondents belong to a single cohort belonging to same Faculty and specialization, which spend together considerable amount of time in University environment. Such data cannot be collected using individual interviews. Outside University laboratories and seminars it is very difficult to persuade a whole cohort of students to participate simultaneous in the study in order to understand their mutual influences with cohort colleagues. We consider such interaction to represent a key aspect in understanding potential changes of students' efforts to increase grades based on new values of the bursaries. Based on our experience on data collection from a similar study on student behavior (Rusu B., 2015) we adapted a similar data collection methodology that enabled input from students during their classes. Group based written format data collection included the knowledge acquired through preliminary analysis of the individual interviews. We improved the interview guide and make it more structured with two aims in mind:
1. Provide enough space for the students to write individually their personal opinions and specific context and significantly reduce the interviewing time. 2. Clearly differentiate the interview guides for receiving and non-receiving bursaries. Whilst data collection form had same general content, different specific questions were asked for bursary and non-bursary students. The table-form structure helped students to provide answers. For each category of students, data collection form has four pages printed on one side so students may provide additional information on the other side of paper. Pages were provided to the respondents sequentially, after they finished previous sections. Only two students declined their participation in the study and accepted neither to fill in the forms nor to be interviewed for specific additional issues and have their responses recorded. Clarification questions were asked on specific points or interactions observed for some students.
FINDINGS FOR INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS
First bursary was social and from next semester gained and maintained merit bursary (one student), "because I am ambitious", reporting own desire to learn (internal motivation) and belief that the bursary comes by itself. Sometimes parents can and other times cannot send her money. She worked for a whole year before coming to University because she wanted very much to be a student. To self-sustain financially she also woks every summer. One respondent reported excellent support from roommates through pair learning. Internal motivation consisted in "making my parents proud of me and happy when I tell them I've got a good grade". She also had social bursary first and since than merit bursary, part due to her former boyfriend that encouraged her to become responsible and ambitious. She acknowledges former bad influence of roommates that neither learned well nor go to every classes. Her positive transition leads to better involvement in school related activities including plans for Erasmus travel. Other student reported being very ambitious to self-sustain without financial help from home by working summers and making responsible spending "I am very organized and conscious of how difficult is to make money" and "I am not lazy". She is also involved in school related activities. A special situation was reported by a respondent financially supported by her mother stating that the only reason she would learn harder and gain merit bursary would be to make her mother proud but for the moment she has no opinion regarding bursary colleagues. School subjects were main reason reported by a student to stop learning and lose bursary he had during first couple of years. Financial support comes from his mother which encouraged him to work neither during studies nor during holidays as he will have to work for the rest of his life.
Two more students reported financial hardship that led them to have social (one semester) and consequent merit bursary commencing from second semester. One's decision not to work during school term was motivated by focus on learning. The other works part-time in a multinational company in his specialty which provides him full financial independence and a rich learning experience. He also declared to be involved in school related activities. There are researchers that provide evidence that part-time employment of students do not detract them from academic achievement (Shaw & Ogilvie, 2010) and may provide a rich learning experience by adding value to student learning and also being a source of income. Most of the students stated that they do not apply any efforts for bursary (are not interested) mentioning several reasons for not leaning which include "just want to pass", lack of ambition, entourage chosen act the same way and during Faculty you have to have fun. This lead to low grades and many failed exams. One student reported to be in an Engineering difficult faculty where academic staff are more demanding, leading to grades higher with up to one point for merit bursary as compared with other Engineering faculties. He also reported receiving equivalent of current bursary level from home. There are two students that previously had bursary but lost it due to working which lead to failed exams and now expressed their strong interest in regaining it by coming to all classes and learn harder. Whilst one respondent stated that he already receives same amount from home as the new (increased) bursary he was conscious that "because I receive so much money might had made me not to learn during all those years". Most of the students reported to be fully supported by their families that sends them money any time they want, having "just enough money to get through" and "a lot of my colleagues are just the same (low grades and about the same number of failed exams). Two respondents reported to have a desire for independence sustained by summer work abroad that generated enough money for whole academic year leading to low interest in merit bursary.
FINDINGS FOR GROUP BASED WRITTEN FORMAT DATA
Because there exists significant differences among faculties within the same University (as average and possible engineering technical differences) and due to the students' "maturity" level in different years of study we considered relevant to collect and analyze data from a whole cohort group (see table 2 ). It includes only the students that accepted to participate in the study. Observing their behavior, students were positioned in class according to grades. In front were those with higher grades that worked together on projects and assignments/ homework and in the back ware those with lower grades and high number of failed exams. Both groups interacted within their groups with little interactions among groups. Small talk during the explanations on the aim of the research and methodology of filling in the forms revealed that behaviors of each group were disliked by the members of the other group. 
Opinions on Bursary Increase
Students that receive merit bursaries expressed highly appreciative opinions regarding the significant increase of its value on four dimensions: 1. Learning -It makes you learn harder (2) and Will retain more knowledge for longer 2. Ambition/ competition • Makes students be more ambitious and increase their efforts (2)
• Increase competition among them (2) maintain bursary and gain it if does not have yet but is able to receive one.
Financial security/ independence
• Helps you have a decent living standard (2)
• Provides you with an increased financial security • Makes you less dependent to parents (2). 4. Better candidates will enroll in Faculties -Encourage high school graduates go to University.
Whilst the responses belong to students that at the moment of data collection do not receive a merit bursary, they may had received one or may have had a social bursary and expressed opinions like:
• I am a little bit envious and I shall learn more • Students receive support o It is a significant support in both educational and private lives. o A good idea to support those with difficult financial situation (3) o Students will feel that they receive some support • Students are rewarded for good grades / learn well (3) • Motivates high school graduates to go to University (2) • I have to work and therefore cold not maintain the bursary (mature student)
The main categories of reasons reported for not having bursary are: 1. Learning Do not learn (enough) (2) but I will persevere more (mature student) The threshold value (as grades) for bursary is too high I graduated a "humanistic" high school and find technical courses difficult 2. Lack of interest I had treated with indifference some subjects that seem more for school/ Indifference "accessible" focusing on those more difficult for me. I did not know how many credits each subject had. I do not come very often to classes I go clubbing and drinking every weekend and meet girls and I do not learn enough (2). Just plain lazy (2). 3. Working while studying I had started to work and have less and less free time
Personal Context and Efforts to Gain/ Maintain Bursary
Bursaries student with excellent grades (above 9.00)
In the first year I had social bursary, with grades very close to merit bursary. Since then I always received merit. However, I did not focus on gaining bursary but on learning as hard as I could and the merit bursary came naturally.
The main motivation rests with my family. We are seven brothers and only one of my parents work. Therefore I do know what it means to work for money and I do want to become more independent through learning rather than working. I do not miss neither courses nor laboratories but in extreme circumstances. During high school I knew I can pass the "baccalaureate" and did not learn very hard which lead to a low grade. During faculty I really wanted that I have a different level and by doing excellent assignments on time I gained good grades Bursaries students with good grades (7.00 to 9.00) Had both types of bursaries based on learning leading to good grades. (2 answers) Key motives to maintain bursary are grades, financial income and competition. Bursary enables me to continue my studies.
Continues to have excellent frequency to both courses and applications. Acknowledge the need to make progress compared with colleagues (2 answers) due to increased difficulties of second year courses compared with first year. Aim to learn more in order to receive a better merit bursary (value linked with student grades). Students that did not have bursaries positioned themselves in two categories according to their grades: within one point from merit bursary limit and further away.
• Those within one point reported working full time (mature student) and lack of focus on some courses that were treated with indifference. Beyond lack of time and tiredness, no other factors were reported to prevent them from applying more effort. Student reported not to be stimulated by the significant increase of the bursary, that do not always make home works because do not want to "stand out of the crowd" • Students with lower grades reported lack of interest, fun, parting and entourage as key reasons that prevents them from learning harder. Mature students reported having to work to support studies and family. Neither was stimulated by the increase of the grant (except one that reported that was interested but for a very short while). None of the students reported to do home works and hand in them on time.
Impact of Relations with Family
Bursary students with excellent grades (above 9.00) declared good and excellent relationship with family, one stating "I like to make them proud of me and help them by any means I can". Both declared that the family let them decide what they believe was best for them and that they receive financial support (sometimes only when requested). Both work part time or occasionally and make very responsible decisions on spending. One specifically stated that "do not want to ask any money from my parents", the other stating that the bursary is enough accompanied by occasional work and only very rare ask for additional funding.
Bursaries students with good grades (7.00 to 9.00) also declared to have a good or superb relationship with family. The student with a slightly higher grade works part-time as have a difficult financial situation and declares that "I make everything that depends on me to be (financially) independent" and wishes the bursary to stay that way so he would not have to work after classes. The other student does not work and is financially supported by the family, makes conscientious decisions to limit spending to available budget and wishes the new values of the bursary to be maintained for as long as possible (without any budgetary cuts). Non-bursary students also positioned themselves in two categories according to their grades:
• Students within one point from merit bursary reported excellent relations with family, receiving encouragements as "you can become what you want you really want" and provides money on weekly bases and things that student want. There is no point in being independent during studies, working only during holidays within the family and being rewarded for that.
• Those with lower grades reported very good relations with the family that encourage them to learn and make a better future (whilst one respondent reported that didn't really take into account). Family provide adequate financial support so students do not need anything. However, some reported to also work full time or part time. Students reported that they receive money without asking and rely on such support without which could not possibly continue studies. None of the students considered bursary as an alternative to be independent during faculty. The mature students reported full support from family, working full time and being responsible by adjusting spending according to income.
Impact of Relations with Cohort Colleagues, Friends/ Entourage and Boyfriend/ Girlfriend
Bursary students with excellent grades (above 9.00) reported that colleagues influence is significant in certain circumstances and that competitiveness is generally constructive. "we explain to each other and thus we raise everyone's level depending on independent efforts of each colleague". Both have friends that have bursaries and sometimes they meet and work together on assignments.
Only the very close friends influence them to apply more effort, not everyone that have bursary.
Those that have girlfriend receive encouragements and support from her. Bursaries students with good grades (7.00 to 9.00) belief that bursary increase have an "extreme" influence upon colleagues because contribute to raising the average, make them more competitive even those that were more "negligent" become more preoccupied with school. Both have friends that have merit bursaries and help each other by studying together, stimulating toward sustained effort even during periods when one is more occupied with other things. Those with girlfriend also reported to receive encouragements and support from her especially because she has very good grades. Whilst one student within one point from merit bursary perceived a highly competitive environment within the cohort of students leading to lack of help (especially from the good students to those that do not learn as much), other reported that is not interested in such competition with the bursary colleagues. Those with lower grades also reported indifference to competitiveness (two persons). Half of the students that do not receive merit bursary (including mature students) reported that have bursary friends that provides support and help. The other half also reported support, advice and help when needed. One of the students reported that his friends and entourage are similar with him, "meaning that they are like me and therefore do not encourage me to apply high efforts". Such observation was sustained during data collection when noticing the student segregation while sitting during the class. In front row where those that had the higher grades and reported merit bursaries and in the last were grouped together those that had low grades, no bursary and reported no interest in school during the interviews.
Only one student reported to have a girlfriend, which had better grades and tried to encourage him to learn harder. However, he reported very little influence on his behavior from her encouragements.
DISCUSSIONS
Whilst the new values of merit bursary may had triggered initial enthusiasm for studying, response analysis revealed complex interactions among factors that determine increased effort for learning. Significant variation for both factors and their interactions exists for specific student contexts depending on the sequence of bursaries acquired by students, student's grades that are influenced by amount of effort and family's financial support, pride of accomplishment and being part of the best students as well as personal ambition and competitiveness. Data examination revealed six categories of students and their motivating factors for learning.
1. All bursary students want to maintain it. The key factors for this decision are familyambition, financial situation, accustomed with bursary. Most of the bursary students reported both desire for financial independence from their family and strong internal motivation do it. A specific circumstance are the bursary students provided by Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs which value did not increased. Their disciplined approach to school attendance and learning behavior are partially determined by termination condition of both bursary and visa status if any failed exams may occur outside exceptional circumstances, thus contribution to cohort learning competitiveness. 2. Bursary students that also work. The key factors for this decision include their desire for independence due to family financial hardship and personal development. Working part-time enable students to learn and earn in the same time. This alternative enable many to have "work experience" required after graduation and have enough money during the semesters. 3. Students that had bursary and would like to regain it. Key factors for this decision may include both pride and envy towards bursary colleagues, desire for financial independence and belonging to a more competitive group of colleagues. They would like to regain it for its financial comfort and prestige of being among the best students in the cohort. 4. Students are close to bursary grade. Most students are conscious of bursary being "within their grasp" and therefore feel motivated to increase efforts and obtain it through learning. 5. Students' grades are much lower than bursary threshold. Respondents not interested in school and the vast majority receive good financial support from family. Significant factors include failed exams, entourage/ friends, foreign citizen with special visa and grant conditions, and particular company context providing promised/ guaranteed employment even with low grades. 6. Have good grades but also failed exams (sometimes well beyond the lower limit for merit bursary). Failed exams have critical importance for these students that keeps on learning aiming to regain bursary when they will pass the failed exam, thus maintaining and increasing competitiveness within the cohort. Usually very responsible such "accidents" could sometimes be premeditated due to assumed working commitments (full time or part time). Data collection using group based written format enabled the possibility to collect relevant data from all members of a cohort wish considerable less distortions and omissions as these were not accessible to other members of the cohort.
CONCLUSIONS
Whilst students were talking about the new bursaries since January 2017, first payments had just been made during four to eight weeks prior to data collection that took place during April -May 2017. Within this context, the student's interest to improve their grade varied significantly among them according with their grades but also to other background characteristics and ultimately on the six categories described in discussion section.
Whilst the number of students interviewed is small, the research identifies important patterns of behavior for bursary and non-bursary students. Results and conclusions of the research are bound to Engineering University and may not be applicable to other categories of students. Those that receive merit bursaries have a positive attitude about the raise because they reported to be determined to learn more which would stimulate ambition and competitiveness among those that need to increase their financial independence from family. Bursary was also perceived as a high status symbol of belonging to group of the best Engineering students. Raising the value of the bursary will also have a significant impact for high school pupils in need of financial support through university Engineering studies. This category did not seem to feel threatened by the increased amount of work that may occur by other categories which may be willing to receive a merit bursary for the next year. Some of those that do not receive merit bursary lack interest for learning whilst other have to work to support themselves during term-time and having failed exams prevents them from obtaining the bursary. Some of those that work may decide to put in necessary efforts and pass all failed exam and thus gaining a merit bursary. Some of those that lack interest expressed their unwillingness to learn harder as they said that "they started to learn with enthusiasm, but stopped in less than two weeks" because it was too hard to continue. The relations with family and financial support provided (or lack of it) have in most cases a critical impact upon Engineering student's efforts on learning and getting the grant. Entourage, cohort colleagues and close friends also influence student behavior through imitation and also by selfarranging Engineering students into categories: with bursary (excellent or just good grades), no bursary (grades close or away from bursary trash hold) with dynamic positioning depending on context.
